
How to build a house. 
To build a champion you must build a house. 

Your Forwards must be a lounge with the men's only car 

garage bar on the side. The lounge must be comfortable 

and big enough to move around in. Air conditioned with a 

large sofa, tall crafted stools, collection of  tv and movies, a 

big screen hd tv and wifi. Options of  having a boys night in 

the car garage on any night of  the week is possible. Flying 

darts, rebounding pool balls, and running beers available. 

Your Guards must be a well equipped kitchen with good 

lighting, ready for all occasions. Gas stove for immediate 

cooking, with a rangehood to blow off  steam sometimes; 

electric just takes too long to heat up, and fizzles out at 

times. A good size, eco-friendly, anti-frost refrigerator, 

accessible constantly, full of  a variety of  short and long-

term food, consistently on the right and left temperature. 

You need a microwave to jump-start you in any situation. 

Your Centre must be a bedroom, size of  two is small 

enough for you. Chandeliers sky high; erotic colours and 

king size bed. Ikea is reliable and can cater for many needs 

and styles; look deeper in the box and find the instructions. 

The skills and expertise of  fine craftsmenship tailored from 

another generation, reminds us of  the essence of  the game 

and its culture, fundamentals, and tradition, within the 

bedroom designs and decorations.  

These five positions are not designed just for one room 

alone to possess the required elements to build the house, 



for this is not an apartment or studio. All accept as one on 

what house to build, defend it together, be friendly 

neighbours and live happily ever after. 

The electrical power box is where the Assistant makes sure 

the wifi is not just in the lounge, it's throughout the house, 

and rooms are doing their thing. This is a spiritual ora you 

hear in the house of  an alternative frequency, crucial upon 

those trial and tribulation moments in the life of  the house. 

The luscious gardens surrounding the house is a junzi in a 

Coach; of  certain uncommon stature and presence who 

through hard times found success in the seasons. The junzi 

plant extract can also be found in the technological 

accessories in your home. They keep you waking up on 

time, storing all your data with a wireless network 

throughout the house, and motivations with wifi and 

electricity connections. 

Finally the family; toilet. Good plumbing in the house 

supports each other good, through thick and thin, good 

health, good happiness and good entertainment. Goodness 

pays the bills and accidents. Good plumbing is equal across 

all rooms. Must have good plumbing. 

In the house everyone has a room, with room to build 

more; balance. 

To build a house you must build a champion. 
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